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Abstract: There is no dilemma at present times that language learning means learning how to use the language and not learning to know about the language. Exactly for this purpose, in today’s global world characterized by massification and mobility in the field of education, the Council of Europe - Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), as a universal instrument allowing individuals to have a record of the different elements of their language learning achievement, begins its treatment of language use through the context of communication. Language programs at different institutions organize their work in the way that learners use the general competencies they bring with them, but also develop them further. Nonetheless, successful completion of university language courses does not always mean that the student has mastered the language and can use it for communication. This mostly refers to the cases where the language courses are treated as part of the curricula while the other instruction is in the L1. The fact that students at such institutions are not required to take any standardized English proficiency test put the effectiveness of the complete language program under a question mark. In order to provide evidence that its quality language provision resulted in improved communicative competence for students, the Language Center (LC) of the South East European University (SEEU) in Tetovo, Macedonia, introduced final oral examination as a part of the course grading criteria. The aim of this paper is to determine whether the introduction of the oral examination as a part of the final achievement exam has helped raise student’s awareness of the need to improve their communication skills and thus attain better performance. Participants of the study are 114 students from eight sections, two per level, starting from beginner to upper intermediate, whose final scores will be followed in the last three exam sessions. In addition, individual students will be chosen and their progress followed during three academic terms in order to show the development of their communication skills. The results are expected to be used as an indicator for program evaluation by the University management and external evaluation.
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Introduction

Language institutions, no matter whether they function independently or as parts of Universities, are faced with the necessity of evaluating their programs. This evaluation might be required by all stakeholders involved in their functioning, starting with the students themselves, the management and administration, the parents, and in the case of South East European University (SEEU), by potential employers. This last stakeholder group is especially important nowadays when relevant international bodies and national institutions are issuing recommendations for strengthening the link between universities and the economy in order to create a skilled labor force that can respond to the needs of the employment market. (Conclusions of the Council of Europe from Nov. 2012 on education and training in Europe 2020, Strategy for Educational Development 2005 – 2015 by the Ministry of Education of RM).

As suggested by Lynch (1996), the program evaluation can take the form of student course evaluations, teacher questionnaires, achievement tests at the beginning and end of a period of instruction, or having an external expert prepare a report about the particular program. All the information gathered in this way is useful, but we believe that the most critical and valuable information about the strengths of a language program can be obtained from how well students use the language(s) being taught for communication or any other practical purpose, depending on the type of the program – e.g. if the program prepares students to pass a language proficiency test that will allow them to enter some other program or study.

In cases such as ours, where the language program has multiple purposes – to prepare students to function successfully in non-English speaking communities that aspire to be internationally integrated; and to provide them with opportunities for mobility, research and career development abroad – the necessity of knowing the language for communication seems even more relevant.

The SEEU context

SEEU operates in three languages – English, Albanian and Macedonian – and language-skills development within a multi-lingual society is a central part of every SEEU student’s academic career profile, both as required subjects and as optional elective courses. The University Language Center (LC) is an independent academic unit that provides obligatory and elective language courses for the faculties of Business and Economics, Law, Computer Sciences, Public Administration and Political Sciences, and Languages, Cultures and Communication. All these courses are integrated into the Faculties’ curricula and students gain ECTS credits upon their completion. This means that the LC does not have its own students, especially since
there are no entry criteria for English; instead, students are tested at enrollment and placed at different levels. However, the University realizes the value of learning languages and its benefits for raising a student’s profile and competitiveness and provides ongoing support, especially with regard to the English program, which contributes to the internationalization strategy as well as the employability of its graduates.

The English program is the broadest, since all students are required to take English courses in the first four semesters. They must complete four levels of General English and reach level B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR, developed by the Council of Europe for the purpose of measuring foreign language proficiency). After completing this requirement, students have the opportunity to enter a subject-oriented English for Specific Purposes (ESP) class. Those whose tests show that they have the required proficiency above level B1 (our level 4) can take Academic English in semester 1 and Advanced Academic English in semester 2 before starting ESP.

There are clearly defined and appropriately varied criteria according to which students can receive a passing grade from the language courses: attendance, participation, presentation or project, speaking and writing skills evaluation, quizzes, and the final exam; these are all grading components. For evaluating speaking and writing skills, the students are fully informed and have the opportunity to practice with the published rubrics, following the recommendations on the practice and application component of the SIOP Model. (Echevarria, Vogt and Short 2007). What is more, the final exams are cross-moderrated in order to achieve greater objectivity. This is the area where we face the issue of balancing achievement and proficiency and where program evaluation could bring evidence of the strengths and weaknesses of the LC with regard to students’ ability to use the language for their career development as well as for future study.

**Measuring students’ progress and program effectiveness**

Since the program in question aims to prepare students to use English for employment, mobility and further study and does not require taking any standardized proficiency test, and taking into consideration that all English final tests are achievement ones, it seems that there is no ‘real’ measure of how well students can use the language after graduation. We must bear in mind that an achievement test measures what a person knows, how much they know, and compares them with a group that has the same knowledge, while a proficiency test measures what a person knows, but with an emphasis on how well they will be able to apply that knowledge in the future. (Test English Proficiency, 2011). It would be ideal for students to take
both these tests during their academic study, but it would mean burdening them with extra costs.

In order to provide information about student progress and program effectiveness in the existing circumstances, we applied two instruments: First, we created our own institutional proficiency test to be given to students at the beginning and at the end of the semester. Our aim was to see whether there would be difference in the score achieved at the end of the semester after 14 weeks of instruction and if so, how big the difference would be. This instrument has been applied for two years and it shows significant improvement of students’ scores at the final exam after a certain period of instruction. What is more, one study conducted at SEEU demonstrated a correlation between achievement and proficiency, meaning that good scores on the achievement tests mean higher proficiency (Kareva, Deari & Ramadani, 2013).

The second instrument applied was the introduction of an oral examination as an obligatory course-grading requirement at the end of the semester. Its main aim was to raise awareness among students about the importance of the practical application of their knowledge so that they can pay more attention to developing their speaking and communication skills during English classes and to using every opportunity in and outside the classroom to practice English. It was also expected to provide teachers with information on how well students had learned the language for use in real-life, authentic situations.

**Communicative Competence**

What is the best way to learn if students are competent in the target language? How do we know that they can apply what they have learned in classroom and use it for communication and social interaction? In order to define the term communicative competence, Bagaric (2007) calls upon the work of Chomsky, who differentiates between “competence (the monolingual speaker-listener’s knowledge of language) and performance (the actual use of language in real situations)” (p. 95).

The model of communicative language competence described in the CEFR (2001) is the closest to what we need in order to measure the language ability of our students, which will bring further relevant information about the complete program evaluation. In the CEF, communicative competence includes three basic components – language competence, sociolinguistic competence and pragmatic competence. Language competence refers to knowledge of and ability to use language resources to form well-structured messages. Sociolinguistic competence refers to possession of knowledge and skills for appropriate language use in a social context while
pragmatic competence refers to sequencing of messages in accordance with intercultural and transactional schemata.

The oral examination that we introduced was based on the topics studied during the course and the vocabulary and structure used (language competence). The assessment rubric was based on the appropriateness of the answer in terms of language use, as well as the social and cultural context (sociolinguistic and pragmatic competence). For instance, if the topic was “Modern versus Traditional Education”, one exam question would be to talk about the advantages and disadvantages of private universities. The answer would require all three competences and would mean that the student would be able to apply what she/he has learned to form her/his critical and informed opinion about the matter and actually discuss it with the examiner.

Research Methodology

In order to see if students’ performance had improved as a result of the introduction of the oral examination, we have compared the scores obtained from the rubrics for the oral-examination evaluation in the last three sequencing exam sessions (Appendix 1). A total of 114 students from eight sections were included in this study. Their level of English was different, starting from elementary to upper intermediate (A1 to B2 according to CEFR).

Since the oral examination counted as 10% of the final grade, there were a maximum of 10 points for the best answer distributed in the following way: three points for fluency, three points for accuracy, two points for appropriacy (meaning, content correctness of the answer) and two points for pronunciation. The points that students accumulated through the last three exam sessions were followed and compared with others to see if the introduction of the oral examination had led to a certain progress and improvement of their speaking skills.

Since the examination topics were related to practical application of the material presented during the lessons throughout the semesters, it was assumed that an increase in the number of points would mean increased communicative competence. For instance, if the lesson was about schools and education, examples of exam questions related to that topic would be to talk about the advantages and disadvantages of wearing uniforms at schools, a comparison between private and state schools, a comparison between modern and traditional education, the happiest/the most embarrassing memory from early school days, etc. A student’s ability to talk about these topics would mean that he/she has acquired the key vocabulary and become able to use it in context when talking about realistic situations.
Data analysis

From the scores that students achieved on the oral examination as a part of the final examination, we were able to follow the progress in their speaking skills over the period of three academic semesters. This means that if a student started from level 1 (A1), his progress was followed until he reached level 4 (B2). In addition to every single student’s progress, we were able to follow the average result in every exam session and also the general progress at different levels of English. The figure below shows the comparison between the scores achieved when passing level 2 (A2) and level 1(A1).

The results show that the progress in students’ speaking skills demonstrated through the number of points accumulated on the oral examination when passing level 2 (A2, according to CEFR) was the lowest (Figure 1). The distribution of percentage in this figure means that out of the total number of 114 students, only 20, or 18% had increased their oral proficiency when passing level 2, compared to the points earned when passing level 1. Some 22.81% of students achieved the same number of points, meaning their oral proficiency had remained the same. The biggest number of students (57.02%) actually demonstrated lower oral proficiency in level 2 compared to level 1.

**Figure 1.** Comparison of scores between oral exams in levels 1 and 2

The next figure (Figure 2) shows the comparison and the progress with oral proficiency scores between levels 2 (A2) and 3(B1). It can be noticed that in the higher levels, the progress in oral proficiency had increased compared to the previous two levels. Some 50.88% of students achieved higher scores at the oral examination.
compared with their achievement in level 2, 35.96% remained at the same level of proficiency and only 13.16% performed worse than in the previous oral examination.

**Figure 2.** Comparison of scores between levels 2 and 3

There were similar results in the next exam session when the results of the oral proficiency exam were compared between level 3 and level 4. Figure 3 shows this comparison.

**Figure 3.** Comparison of scores between levels 3 and 4

The biggest percentage of students (46.49%) improved their scores on the oral examination, 28.07% remained with the same skills and 25.44% had worse results when they passed from level 3 to 4.
Conclusions

Our assumption that the introduction of the oral examination will lead to better speaking skills and increased communicative competence is only partially confirmed. Students generally performed more poorly when they took level 2 exams compared to their results in the oral exam for level 1. However, in the next two sessions, the general results were higher, both when passing from level 2 to 3 and from levels 3 to 4.

The lower result in level 2 exam weighted against those in level 1 can be explained with the fact that at the beginning level, the speaking tasks were very simple and all students performed well. By comparison, level 2 oral examinations were more complex and students therefore achieved worse results. When they got used to these oral examinations and probably practiced their speaking skills more both in and outside the classrooms, the results improved. Better results in higher levels are also an indicator of the program’s effectiveness.

It is therefore strongly recommended that oral examinations be introduced in parallel with the final written tests in all University language programs in which language courses are part of Faculties’ curricula. Students feel more motivated to practice and improve their speaking skills when they are formally evaluated on them. This should be done regardless of the fact that students’ class participation is one of the grading components and they are expected to work on their speaking skills during every lesson. The difficulty in measuring every student’s class participation and activity is another argument in favor of having an oral component in the final examination.
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**Appendix 1** – Students’ achievement per semester